Assembly Guide

For video assembly guide, scan the QR code:

[QR Code Image]

or visit: assembly.anabei.com
Platform Bed

Included Parts

The parts shown here are all the available options. The parts you have will depend on your custom order.

(1) Bed Frame (Foot)  
(3) Bed Frame (Head)  
(4) Frame Extension

(5) Bed Frame (Head)  
(6) Bed Frame (Foot)  
(2) Frame Extension

(7) Center Support Frame  
(8) Center Support Frame  
(9) Center Support Post

(10) Slats  
Side Plates  
Foot Plates

Hardware

Plate Fasteners

Screws  
Allen Wrench
Headboard

Included Parts

The parts shown here are all the available options. The parts you have will depend on your custom order.

(1) Side Panel  (2) Top Panel  (4) Top Panel

(3) Center Support  (5) Cross Braces

(7) Cross Panel  (8) Cross Panel

Slats  Front Panels

Hardware

Plate Fasteners

Nuts  Short Screws

Allen Wrench  Medium Screws

Wrench  Long Screws
PLATFORD BEND ASSEMBLY

Step 1: Set Frame Corners

Before you begin, be sure that you’re assembling on a non-abrasive surface, such as carpet or flattened cardboard.

Lay out the four corners of the bed as shown. Make sure all the slat slot notches are facing up and running along the sides of the bed (not the head or foot of the bed).

NOTE: the velcro side of the rails face down.

Step 2: Assemble Frame

Place the Frame Extensions (4) at the head and foot of the bed as shown, making sure the slat slots are facing up. Repeat with the remaining Frame Extensions (2). Frame Extensions will have two threaded holes on their sides. Make sure they are orientated inward towards the center of the bed (the Center Frame will attach to these holes).

NOTE: the velcro side of the rails face down.
PLATFORM BED ASSEMBLY

Step 2: Assemble Frame (Continued)

Next attach the pieces together.
Slide the post end into the receiving end while pushing down the detent pin until it clicks into place.

Step 3: Attach Center Support

Place the Center Support Post (9) in the center of the bed frame.

Place two Center Support Frames (7) joining the sides of the bed frame. Using the provided screws and allen wrench attach each Support Frame to the Center Support Post and to the outer bed frame.
Step 3: Attach Center Support (Continued)

Place two notched Center Support Frames (8) joining the front and back of the bed frame.

The slat slots notches on the Center Support Frame (8) are offset. The side with the shorter distance should face in toward the center of the bed.

Using the provided screws and allen wrench, attach each Center Support Frame to the Center Support Post and to the outer bed frame.
**Step 4: Place the Slats**

Place the slats in the slat slots of the frame and corresponding slots of the center rail.

**Step 5: Place Platform Plates**

Place the platform plates onto the bed frame. NOTE: The foot plates have curved edges and match the contour of the foot of the bed.

King Only: Place the foot extension in between the two outside foot plates.
PLATFOM BED ASSEMBLY

Step 6: Add Plate Fasteners

Loop the Plate Fasteners through the slots on the Platform Plates and around the frame to secure.

Step 7: Place Slipcover

Place bed slipcover over frame.

Stand frame on its side and attach the cover to the frame bottom using the velcro.
**HEADBOARD ASSEMBLY**

**Step 1: Attach Frame**

Before you begin, be sure that you’re assembling on a non-abrasive surface, such as carpet or flattened cardboard.

Lay out the two side panels 1 and 6. Make sure the slat slots are facing up.

Connect the two Top Panels (2) & (4) together. Slide the post end into the receiving end while pushing down the detent pin until it clicks into place.

Attach the completed top panel to the side panels using the post and receivers. Note there are two holes on the back side of the top panel, these must face down.
Assemble the Cross Panels by attaching part 7 to part 8. Each part will have a side with either a post or receiver or a threaded insert for attachment to the outside of the frame.

Attach the completed Cross Panels to both sides of the frame using the provided short screws and allen wrench. Ensure the holes in the cross panel face up. These will be used later to attach the headboard to the bed.
Step 3: Install Center Support

Next stand up the headboard and install the Center Support (3) by guiding it in between the Cross Panels. Make sure the extra hole for the Cross Braces is facing the back.

Using six of the short screws attach the Center Support to the two Cross Panels and to the top.

Attach the two Cross Braces (5) to the back as shown. Use the medium screws and nuts to secure the braces to the frame. Insert the screws from the back and affix the nut on the inside of the frame.
**HEADBOARD ASSEMBLY**

**Step 4: Install Slats**

Place the Slats in the Slat Slots of the frame and corresponding Slat Slots of the Center Support.

Next install the Top panels to the top of the headboard using the Plate Fasteners. Unfold the front panels and install them to the upper half of the headboard using the Plate Fasteners.
Step 5: Attach Front Panels

Unfold the front panels and install them to the upper half of the headboard using the Plate Fasteners.

Step 6: Place Duvet

Place headboard Duvet cover over the headboard making sure the side with the holes is facing the front. These will be used to attach the headboard to the bed. Slide the slipcover over the Duvet also ensuring the side with the holes is facing the front. Stand frame on it’s side and attach the cover to the frame bottom using the velcro.
Headboard Assembly

Step 7: Attach Headboard to Bed

Attach Headboard to the bed using the long screws and nuts in four locations along the frame.
Fabric Care Instructions

Cleaning Codes
All of our fabrics have the following cleaning code:

- SOLVENT OR WATER CLEANABLE (S/W)
  Spot clean with upholstery shampoo, foam from a mild detergent, or a mild dry cleaning solvent.

Machine Washable
All of our fabrics are machine washable. It must be Machine Wash - Cold. Use Cold Water and a mild detergent on a low/gentle cycle. Hang dry all covers. Please note that every machine wash adds wear to the fabric so it's recommended to opt for spot cleaning prior to machine washing whenever possible.

Spot Cleaning
We recommend spot cleaning with either an upholstery shampoo, foam from a mild detergent, or a mild cleaning solvent. Always hang to dry. When spills happen, blot immediately to remove the spilled material. Clean spots or stains from the outside to the middle of the affected area (this prevents circling). To prevent overall soiling, frequent vacuuming to remove dust and grime is recommended.